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Recommended Reads Year 11 2017 

 

 
All titles are T+ 
 

 
 

Anholt, Laurence   -  The Hypnotist  

 

Set in the 1960s, this is a gripping novel looking at a turbulent period of 

American history, and not shying away from the difficult aspects of racism. 

Told in alternating viewpoints between Pip and Jack, the reader gets a real 

sense of the oppression of segregation. The use of hypnotism is fascinating 

and puts a fresh spin on historical fiction. 

 

 
 

Brooks, Kevin   -  Born Scared  

 

A tense gritty literary thriller about overcoming fear, bravery and love. A 

short but powerful read. 

 

 
 

Cassidy, Anne  -  No Virgin 

 

A raw, powerful, moving tale about a girl attempting to deal with the 

aftermath of a sexual attack. This moving story is told from the viewpoint of 

the victim, Stacey. 

 

 
 

Cloke, Nicci   -   Follow me Back 

 

Aiden Kendrick becomes the prime suspect when a girl from his school goes 

missing and the connection is the online activity they shared. A heart-

stopping thriller set in the world of social media. 

 

 

Conaghan, Brian  -  The Bombs That Brought us Together 

 

Charlie Law finds himself caught up with a local gangster when his home 

town comes under siege. A dark, powerful tale of survival, morality and 

loyalty. Perfect for readers of Patrick Ness, John Boyne and Malorie 

Blackman. 

Winner of the Costa prize for Children’s fiction 2016 
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Downham, Jenny  -  The Unbecoming  

 

Told from the viewpoint of three women from the same family, this is a 

poignant story. Katie, seventeen, is in love with someone whose identity she 

can't reveal. Her mother Caroline has many secrets she can’t share and 

Katie’s grandmother Mary is suffering from Alzheimer’s. 

 

 
 

Drewery, Kerry  -  Cell 7 

 

Dystopian novel set in a world where justice and the fate of those accused 

of murder is decided by the public. If you are voted innocent you are set 

free; if you are voted guilty you are committed to death by electric chair. 

 

Furniss, Clare  -  How not to Disappear 

 

A teenage girl and her great aunt set out on a road trip of self-discovery. 

Gloria to finally confront the secrets of her past before they are erased from 

her memory forever as she faces the early stages of dementia, and Hattie to 

face the hard choices that will determine her future… Well drawn 

characters and interwoven plot. 

 

 
 

Gibbons, Alan   -  The Trap 

 

A timely real-life thriller about ISIS, espionage and a missing brother. 

 

 
 

Hennessy, Claire   -  Nothing Tastes as Good 

 

A teenage girl who died from anorexia is given the opportunity to be a 

guardian angel of sorts to a fellow pupil with self esteem and food issues. 

Useful for promoting PSHE discussions. 

 

Hesse, Monica   -   The Girl in the Blue Coat 

 

Set in Amsterdam 1943. This meticulously researched and beautifully 

written, story explores themes of friendship, betrayal, love, grief, and 

bravery while asking what it means to be lost, and what it is to be found. 
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Lake, Nick  -  Whisper to Me  

 

Cassie experiences the exhilarating highs of new love, the frightening free 

falls of personal demons and family tragedy, and the bumps along the way to 

forgiveness, acceptance, and self-discovery. The story is written in the style 

of a stream of consciousness. A powerful hard hitting novel. 

 
 

Lawrence, Patrice  -  Orangeboy 

 

Sixteen-year-old Marlon finds himself having to help the police trap a drug 

supplier when his girlfriend dies from dodgy ecstasy. Shortlisted for the 

Costa 2016 and the Waterstones awards. Gripping, gritty storyline, with 

wonderful, believable characters. 

 
 

Mayhew Julie  -  Mother Tongue  

 

A stunning story about finding your voice in the aftermath of tragedy. Based 

on real life massacre in Beslan in 2004. Filled with references to Russian 

literature, culture and folklore with references to Chekhov. 

 

Pratt, Non  -  Unboxed 

 

A touching story of old friends coming together after years apart. They have 

inevitably changed over time, and aren't initially willing to share much about 

their current lives. Alix in particular is concerned about revealing her 

newfound sexuality. Short novella which could be used for discussions on 

identity and LGBT. 

 

 
 

Priestley, Chris  -  Anything That Isn’t This 

Frank Palp inhabits a grey downtrodden world. He leaves school and enters 

the Ministry in this dystopian story where the future looks bleak and 

unremitting until he receives a message in a bottle. His life is suddenly tinged 

with colour and possibility. Echoes of 1984 are evident in this love story.  

 

 

Rollins, Danielle  -   Burning 

 

A supernatural thriller with a strong sense of place and enough twists and 

turns to keep readers enthralled. 
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Ryan, Jeanne   -   Charisma 

 

A medical thriller that also handles the ethics and debate of the topic well. 

Aislyn discovers the experimental drug she is taking to make her more 

confident has dark consequences when the people who take it start going 

into comas and dying. Plenty of discussion issues for PSHE. 

 

 
 

Skuse, CJ  -  The Deviants  

 

The Fearless Five are inseparable as children growing up in a sleepy English 

seaside town. But when Max’s older sister is killed, the friendship seems to 

die. When underdog Corey is bullied, the fearless five are brought back 

together again, teaming up to wreak havoc and revenge on those who have 

wronged them. 

 

Zentner, Jeff  -  The Serpent King 

 

Dill wants to get through his final year of high school in one piece. But 

there's a dark secret at the heart of his family, a serpent poisoning his blood, 

filling him with despair. Dill must confront this legacy of madness and 

desperation before it tears him apart. A challenging read. 

 

 

HI LO  

 

 
 

Blythe, Daniel  -  Kill Order 

 

Set in the year 2238 Caleb Grayden is a killer for hire. His latest job is easy -

but what happens next is not quite what Caleb expected. There is a lot of 

action packed into this Hi Lo format. 

 
 

David, Keren    -  The Liar's Handbook 

 

The events in the book are loosely based on the real-life news story about 

undercover policemen infiltrating political and environmental activist groups 

and forming relationships with women in these organisations. Plenty to 

discuss in this novel for reluctant readers. 
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Mayhew, Jon  -  Death Wheels 

 

In a world ravaged by nuclear war, a boy is given a map which could lead him 

to an unlimited supply of petrol and oil. Fast paced thriller. 

 

If you would like to buy some or all of the titles on this list, go to www.petranet.co.uk and 

log in using your School Library Service username and password. The list will be available to 

see in ‘View your Bookshelf’ on the left hand side of the home screen.  

 

Your SLS password will give you 22% discount on most titles and books can be jacketed and 

serviced. If you do not have a password for Petranet, please email hq.sls@hants.gov.uk or 

phone 01962 826660. 
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